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Reliability and Validity of the Femorotibial Mechanical
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Purpose: To evaluate the reliability and validity of the femorotibial mechanical axis angle from radiographs in the weight bearing (WB) and supine
positions compared with navigation-measured values.
Materials and Methods: Sixty-eight cases of navigation-assisted total knee arthroplasty (TKA) were included. The pre- and postoperative whole leg
radiographs (WLRs) in WB and supine positions were compared with the initial and final navigation values.
Results: The mean mechanical axis angle from the preoperative WBWLR and navigation were not statistically different (p=0.079) and were correlated
strongly with each other (intraclass correlation [ICC], 0.818). However, on postoperative measurements, although the WBWLR and navigation
values were not different (p=0.098), they were not correlated with each other (ICC, 0.093). The standard error of measurement was 1.8°±3.6° for the
preoperative WBWLR and 2.5°±4.8° for the postoperative WBWLR. The validity that was determined by the Bland-Altman plot was not acceptable
for both pre- and postoperative measurements.
Conclusions: The preoperative WBWLR could provide accurate but not precise measurement value of the femorotibial mechanical axis angle
for navigation-assisted TKA, and postoperative measurements in navigation were not comparable with radiographic measurements. The lack of
agreement was found between the radiographic and navigation measurements of the coronal alignment regardless of pre- or postoperative evaluation
although the accuracy was found acceptable.
Level of Evidence : Level 4
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Introduction
An effective surgical technique and preoperative planning for
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accurate prosthesis positioning along the mechanical axis in pri
mary total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is crucial to prevention of
implant wear and reduction of revision rates1-3).
Many activities of daily living involve weight bearing (WB)
knee positions. Therefore, various studies have reported on in
vivo WB knee kinematics4-6). However, the effects of WB on
the kinematics of TKA are still unknown. The interest in the
kinematics of TKA has recently increased because studies have
shown that alteration of knee motion patterns can lead to both
abnormal wear of prosthetic components and damage to soft
tissue5,7,8). Thus, it is important to evaluate the effects of WB on
alignment to determine how to optimize stability in the pros
thetic knee. Among many methods that have been introduced to
achieve appropriate postoperative alignment, navigation offers
www.jksrr.org
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precise implantation based on anatomical landmarks and kine
matic analysis, which improves the precision and consistency of
component alignment. The use of an intraoperative navigation
system, which has a technical accuracy to within 1°9-12), allows
for objective assessment of the accuracy and reproducibility of
radiographic measurements of the TKA components and align
ment. However, regardless of the use of navigation, all TKAs in
previous studies were performed with the patient in the supine
position intraoperatively, whereas evaluation of radiographs of
the mechanical axis was usually performed in the WB position.
Moreover, in a recent study by Dahabreh et al.13), there was lack of
agreement of the alignment between navigation and radiological
evaluation. A navigation system is expected to provide accurate
measurements of the limb alignment; therefore, more research on
the relationship between the navigation and plain radiographic
measurements in WB or supine position is needed to clarify the
advantages of navigation in measuring the TKA alignment.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the reliability and va
lidity of the femorotibial mechanical axis angle from radiographs
in the WB and supine positions compared to the navigationmeasured femorotibial mechanical axis angle. We hypothesized
that WB would affect the femorotibial mechanical axis angle
in the preoperative whole leg radiographs (WLRs) and that the
femorotibial mechanical axis angle in the supine position would
correspond with the navigation-measured angle.

Materials and Methods
1. Patients and Methods
This is a retrospective study on 110 TKAs performed from
2010 to 2011 whose data were collected prospectively. The study
was approved by the Institutional Review Board (ID: C2014131
[1327]) and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki. WLRs were obtained in the supine and WB positions
pre- and postoperatively. To prevent femoral rotation, the ankle
was held by an examiner to maintain the patella in a forward po
sition in the supine radiograph and confirmed by the radiograph
to ensure the desired position. Navigation-assisted TKAs were
performed using a standard medial parapatellar approach and the
OrthoPilot (Aesculap, Tuttlingen, Germany) navigation system.
The inclusion criteria were varus osteoarthritis patients who un
derwent TKA using the navigation system. The exclusion criteria
were rheumatoid arthritis, severe deformity over 20° of varus,
fixed flexion contracture of more than 30°, valgus knees, revi
sion surgery, inappropriate radiographs, bilateral cases, and body
mass index over 30 kg/cm2 because these criteria could influence
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the initial setting of the navigation system. After applying the ex
clusion criteria, 68 TKA patients (11 males and 57 females) were
included with a mean age of 68.9 years (range, 64 to 77 years).
After establishing the tracker pin for navigation, the femoro
tibial mechanical axis angle was measured and recorded by the
navigation system as an initial navigation value. Then, medial
release was performed to correct the varus deformity, and the
posterior cruciate ligament was sacrificed in all patients. An ac
ceptable coronal alignment was determined as within 0° to 2° of
varus/valgus in the navigation-measured angle after release14).
The femoral component rotational angle was defined as the
angle of the anteroposterior axis relative to the posterior condylar
axis15,16). Then, the femoral cut was made with a femoral cutting
block and the tibial cut was made perpendicular to the tibial me
chanical axis. After the bone cutting was completed, femoral and
tibial trials were inserted, and the varus/valgus angles were reverified with real-time navigation feedback to evaluate collateral
ligament balancing. Subsequently, the prostheses were implanted
with cement. The measured values were recorded as postopera
tive navigation values obtained with the knee in neutral position
without any stress.
All radiographic measurements were performed on a PACS
(General Electric, Chicago, IL, USA) monitor using a mousepoint cursor and an automated computer calculation. Radiologi
cal evaluation was based on the pre- and postoperative supinepositioned WLRs (SPWLRs) and WBWLRs (Fig. 1). During
surgery, we compared the femorotibial mechanical axis angle of
the SPWLR and WBWLR with the navigation-measured femo
rotibial mechanical axis angle (Fig. 2). After the final component
implantation, the navigation-measured femorotibial mechani
cal axis angle was recorded. At six months after surgery, we
compared the angles from the SPWLR and WBWLR with those
obtained by navigation. Pre- and postoperative clinical scores,
Knee Society Score and Hospital for Special Surgery score were
obtained from all patients.
2. Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS ver. 19.0 (IBM
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) and G*power ver. 3.1.5. The primary
outcome measure was the difference of three mean values in
the preoperative femorotibial mechanical axis angle–the supine,
the WB and navigation values. The post hoc power analysis was
calculated based on the preoperative mean values and standard
deviations for each measurement method. The eta- squared value
for three methods was 0.0489, and the effect size was calculated
as 0.2267469 using this eta-squared value with an α error set at 5%.
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Fig. 1. Preoperative whole leg radiographs (WLRs) in the supine position (A) and weight bearing position (B). Postoperative WLRs in the supine po
sition (C) and weight bearing position (D).
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Based on these calculations, the post hoc power was calculated as
0.9649628 with a β error over 80%. The secondary outcome mea
sure was the intraclass correlations (ICCs) for reliability17). With
a two-sided α error of 5% and β error of 20%, sample size calcu
lation was performed. The acceptable ICC value for reliability
between radiography and navigation was set as 0.9, and the ex
pected ICC value was set as 0.95 to evaluate the ICC values con
servatively. Based on these calculations, the required sample size
was 49 for each method; therefore, appropriate power of study
was achieved. Two orthopedic surgeons independently measured

B

Fig. 2. Navigation values of the mechanical
axis during operation (A) and after pros
thesis implantation (B).

the pre- and postoperative radiographs with an interval of two
weeks between measurements. Test-retest for intra-observer
reliability was performed for each surgeon’s measurements two
weeks after the first measurement. The inter- and intra-observer
reliability was calculated with the ICC for consistency.
For comparison of mean values, the data were assessed for
normality with the Shapiro-Wilk test. One-way analysis of vari
ance (ANOVA) test with post hoc analysis using Tukey’s honestly
significant difference test was used to determine the mean dif
ferences in the femorotibial mechanical axis angle between the
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supine radiographs, WB radiographs, and navigation values. The
correlations between the femorotibial mechanical axis angles
in radiographs (supine and WB) and navigation were analysed

Table 1. Analysis of Radiographic and Navigation Measurements of the
Lower Limb Alignment
Variable

Mean±SD

95% CI

p-valuea)

7.7±6.9

6.5 to 8.9

B (p=0.000)
C (p=0.000)

Preop value
Preop supine radiograph (A)
Preop WB radiograph (B)

10.9±5.2

9.5 to 12.3 A (p=0.000)
C (p=0.079)

Initial navigation (C)

10.0±6.8

8.4 to 11.6 A (p=0.000)
B (p=0.079)

Discrepancy between supine
radiograph and navigation (D)

3.3±2.6

2.7 to 3.9

E (p=0.0001)

Discrepancy between WB
radiograph and navigation (E)

1.9±1.3

1.6 to 2.2

D (p=0.0001)

Postop value
Postop supine radiograph

0.4±2.6 –0.2 to 1.0

Postop WB radiograph

0.5±2.9 –0.2 to 1.2

Postop navigation

0.1±1.1 –0.2 to 0.4

Discrepancy between supine
radiograph and navigation

0.6±1.8

0.2 to 1.0

Discrepancy between WB
radiograph and navigation

0.8±1.8

0.4 to 1.2

0.098

Postop WB radiograph
Postop navigation

9

using Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC). The strength of cor
relation was indicated by the correlation coefficient (r) as strong
(>0.75), moderate (0.40–0.75), or weak (<0.40). Reliability and
validity between the navigation and radiographic values were
established using ICCs (two way random effect model, absolute
agreement), the standard error of measurement (SEM), and 95%
confident interval (CI; 95% CI of SEM, 1.96×SEM) using the
PCC value18). Additionally, Bland-Altman plots and its 95% limits
of agreement (LOA) were used to assess the relationship between
the differences and the magnitude between the navigation and
radiographic values19). The mean difference in Bland-Altman
plot was calculated to evaluate the bias of paired measurements,
and the 95% LOA was calculated to evaluate the degree of agree
ment of paired measurements. The Shapiro-Wilks test was used
to confirm that the measured data followed a normal distribution
at 0.05 level of significance, and ICC of 0.70 was selected as the
minimally acceptable value for reliability. A chi-square test was
used to determine the differences in rates of angles over outliers
in postoperative values. Statistical significance was set at p≤0.05.

Results

0.46

Outlier over 3° (case)
Postop supine radiograph
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0.279

11
5

SD: standard deviation, CI: confidence interval, Preop: preoperative,
WB: weight bearing, Postop: postoperative.
a)
p<0.05 was shown between pre- and postoperative values.

1. Differences in Preoperative Radiological Measurements
The preoperative SPWLR and navigation values were statisti
cally different (p<0.001), but the preoperative WBWLR and
navigation values were not statistically different in the one-way
ANOVA test with post hoc analysis (p=0.079) (Table 1). The pre
operative SPWLR and navigation measurements for the femo
rotibial mechanical axis angle were correlated (ICC, 0.743), and
the preoperative WBWLR and navigation measurements were
more strongly correlated (ICC, 0.818) (Table 2). There was less
discrepancy between measurements from the navigation system
and those from the preoperative WBWLR than those from the

Table 2. Analysis of the Radiograph-to-Navigation Correlation for Lower Limb Alignment Measurement
Femorotibial mechanical axis on radiograph: navigation
Variable
Initial navigation value
Preop supine radiograph
Preop WB radiograph

Mean±SD (°)

One-way ANOVA
(p-value)

10.0±6.8

PCC (p-value)

ICC (95% CI)

-

7.7±6.9

0.000

0.852 (0.000)

0.743 (0.513–0.845)

10.9±5.2

0.079

0.876 (0.000)

0.818 (0.712–0.898)

0.098

0.251 (0.04)

0.093 (0.034–0.135)

0.283 (0.02)

0.182 (0.054–0.246)

Postop navigation value

0.1±1.1

Postop supine radiograph

0.4±2.6

Postop WB radiograph

0.5±2.9

SD: standard deviation, ANOVA: analysis of variance, PCC: Pearson correlation coefficient, ICC: intraclass correlation coefficient, CI: confidence
interval, Preop: preoperative, WB: weight bearing, Postop: postoperative.
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preoperative SPWLR. The magnitude of discrepancy between the
preoperative radiographs and the navigation system was signifi
cantly different between the SPWER and the WBWER (p<0.001)
(Table 1).
Reliability and validity, which was determined by the 95% LOA
and SEM, to detect true differences among the navigation and ra
diographic values are summarized in Table 3. The SEM and 95%
CI of SEM were found ranging from 2.6° to 12.8° for the SPWER
and 7.3° to 14.5° for the WBWER (Table 3). The Bland-Altman
plots revealed upper and lower LOA (95% LOA) ranging from
–4.7° to 9.3° for the SPWER and –7.6° to 5.7° for the WBWER
(Fig. 3A and B).
2. Differences in Postoperative Radiological Measurements
The mean flexion contracture angle was measured as 2.7°±1.2°
with a goniometer at 1 month after surgery, which means pa
Table 3. Standard Error of Measurement (SEM), 95% confidence interval
(CI) for SEM for Precision, and 95% Limits of Agreement (LOA)
Variable

Overall radiograph:
navigation value

Mean±SD
SEM

Preop supine radiograph (°)
Preop WB radiograph (°)

95% CI
for SEM

95%
LOA

7.7±6.9

2.6

2.6 to 12.8 –4.7 to 9.3

10.9±5.2

1.8

7.3 to 14.5 –7.6 to 5.7

Postop supine radiograph (°)

0.4±2.6

2.3 –4.1 to 4.9

–4.6 to 5.7

Postop WB radiograph (°)

0.5±2.9

2.5 –4.3 to 5.3

–5.9 to 5.1

SD: standard deviation, Preop: preoperative, WB: weight bearing,
Postop: postoperative.

A

tients achieved nearly full extension. There were no statistical dif
ferences in the postoperative SPWLR, WBWLR, and navigation
values in one-way ANOVA test (p=0.098). Moreover, the naviga
tion values were poorly correlated with the SPWLR (ICC, 0.093)
and WBWLR (ICC, 0.182) (Table 2). However, the discrepancy
between the measurements from the postoperative radiographs
and the navigation system did not differ between the SPWLR and
WBWLR (p=0.46) (Table 1).
Reliability and validity, which was determined by the 95% LOA
and SEM, to detect true differences among the navigation and ra
diographic values are summarized in Table 3. The SEM and 95%
CI of SEM were found ranging from –4.1° to 4.9° for the SPWLR
and –4.3° to 5.3° for the WBWLR (Table 3). The Bland-Altman
plots revealed upper and lower LOA (95% LOA) ranging from
–4.6° to 5.7° for the SPWLR and –5.9° to 5.1° for the WBWLR
(Fig. 4).
A chi-square test did not reveal any differences in the number
of outliers over 3° for coronal plane alignment among the three
measurement methods (p>0.05) (Table 1). The measured intraand inter-observer correlation using ICC ranged from 0.893 to
0.978 for all measurements, indicating good to excellent reliabil
ity.

Discussion
The most important finding of this study is that the preopera
tive femorotibial mechanical axis angle in the WB radiograph
correlated more closely with the navigation value than with that
in the supine radiograph; thus, we rejected our first hypothesis
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Fig. 3. Bland-Altman plots for agreement of navigation and preoperative measurements. (A) Plot for preoperative supine radiographic and navigation
values. (B) Plot for preoperative standing radiographic and navigation values. The Bland-Altman plot showed less discrepancy between weight bear
ing whole leg radiographs (WLRs) and navigation values, but the range of 95% limits of agreement was not acceptable for both the supine-positioned
WLRs and weight bearing WLRs. SD: standard deviation.
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Fig. 4. Bland-Altman plots for agreement between navigation and postoperative measurements. (A) Plot for postoperative supine radiographic values
and navigation values. (B) Plot for postoperative standing radiographic values and navigation values. The Bland-Altman plot showed similar discrep
ancy between the supine/standing radiographic values and navigation values, and the range of 95% limits of agreement was not acceptable. Moreover,
the radiographic values and navigation values showed the proportional error of measurements. SD: standard deviation.

that the navigation value could be more correlated with the su
pine angle. There was no correlation between the postoperative
alignment measured by navigation and radiographic evaluations
although postoperative mean values and outliers were not statis
tically different between the two methods. Moreover, the validity
between the radiographic evaluations and the navigation values
were found very low in both preoperative and postoperative
evaluations.
Precise perioperative measurements of limb alignment are nec
essary to plan, perform, and evaluate TKA. Under ideal circum
stances, standard radiographs are accurate in normal patients
with minimal deformity20). However, these conditions are difficult
to meet in practice and do not apply to patients with extremitydeforming osteoarthritis. Moreover, deformity can give rise to
soft tissue imbalance that can cause changes in the overall align
ment under WB.
Most previous studies on TKA have not examined whether WB
or non-WB radiographic measurements more strongly correlated
with navigation values. The femorotibial mechanical axis angle in
navigation is generally recorded in the supine position. Thus, we
hypothesized that the navigation values would more likely corre
late with the preoperative non-WB radiographic measurements.
However, the preoperative WB radiographic measurements more
closely correlated with the navigation values. When recording
the navigation values, we adjusted the patient’s limb manually to
detect the probes. During this manipulation, application of axial
forces was unavoidable. This lower extremity position may have
an influence on deforming force of the knee. Moreover, arthrot
omy to locate the navigation probe and to expose the anatomic

references was performed before recording the femorotibial
mechanical axis angle in navigation, so the true supine condition
of preoperative evaluation could not be achieved after soft tis
sue release. Nevertheless, the femorotibial mechanical axis angle
in the WB radiographs strongly correlated with the navigation
values preoperatively. Previous studies reported that a trend of
greater discrepancy was found between radiography and naviga
tion in patients with larger lower limb deformities11,21). Because we
excluded severe deformities and severe fixed flexion contracture
patients, the correlations between navigation and radiological
measurement showed good ICC values (Table 2) regardless of WB
or non-WB position, although statistical difference was found be
tween navigation and supine values (p=0.000)9-12,22). Among them,
the correlation between the preoperative radiographic measure
ments and navigation values was found to be 0.885 by Yaffe et
al.11). This is consistent with the strong correlations we found for
the preoperative radiographic and navigation measurements of
the femorotibial mechanical axis angle in the present study.
Another important finding of this study is that there was no
correlation between the navigation and radiographic measure
ments of the postoperative femorotibial mechanical axis angle.
The ICC values for correlation in postoperative measurements
were very low (Table 2) regardless of WB. However, the changes
of less than 1° in radiographic measurement would exist in the
range of precision limits of the navigation measurements9,10,12); the
evidence to confirm whether the postoperative correlation analy
sis is significant or not would be insufficient due to the measured
values are all in the measurement error range. Moreover, since
the ligamentous imbalance and the deformity were corrected
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after surgery, the effect of WB on alignment would be limited
postoperatively. Despite this, the postoperative mean values and
outliers were not significantly different between different mea
surement methods. In brief, if the postoperative navigation values
were within the outlier range, then the postoperative femorotibial
mechanical axis angle would also be considered within the out
lier range. This finding is consistent with the results reported by
Yaffe et al.11), Willcox et al.21), and Choi et al.23) but not with those
of Hauschild et al.22). Hauschild et al.22) suggested that the radio
graphic and navigation measurements for TKA would correlate
well in both the pre- and postoperative period when the radio
graphs are delayed. Our results showed worse correlation in post
operative values despite delayed measurement. Thus, controversy
still exists about whether postoperative navigation measurements
correlate with radiographic values.
Navigation-assisted TKA is known as a highly reliable system
with a mean error of less than 1°9). However, in this study, the
lack of agreement between the navigation value and radiographic
values was found. This low reliability was also found in the study
of Dahabreh et al.13): 20% of mismatch in coronal alignment was
found between the navigation values and radiographic values by
CT. According to the Bland-Altman plot for the results of Da
habreh et al.13), the LOA was found to range from –5.4° to 4.7°,
similar to our result of postoperative standing value. Although
the mean differences in Bland-Altman plot were –0.4° in our
study and –0.32° in Dahabreh’s results13), the ranges of LOA were
not acceptable in both studies. However, the values of coronal
alignment in navigation and radiography were not statistically
different, the frequency of outliers was also not different, and the
repeatability or reproducibility of the navigation measurement
was shown acceptable.
An appreciation of the limitations and potential sources of error
inherent to each of the discussed measurement modalities is war
ranted. First, human error during the process of alignment evalu
ation or operation is a potential source of measurement variabil
ity. For the radiographic measurement, the position of the knee
joint could affect the alignment. Second, there were fundamental
errors in detecting the navigation probe, such that the true supine
femorotibial mechanical axis angle was hard to obtain, especially
in patients with deformity. Nevertheless, severe deformities were
excluded from this study; further study would be needed in pa
tients with severe deformities to confirm the correlation. Third,
the relatively large number of female patients could have affected
the measurements. However, due to the exclusion criteria of this
study, the study population consisted of patients commonly en
countered in clinics, and thus we thought the results are worth

to be analysed and reported. Finally, the potential for measure
ment errors exists because the decimals in radiographic values
and navigation values were different. The navigation values were
recorded with no decimal point, but the radiographic values were
recorded with two decimal values which were rounded to one
decimal place for analysis; further studies that address these dif
ferences are needed. In spite of these limitations, our study is one
of the few comprehensive studies to compare WB and supine ra
diographs and navigation and it provides a guide to surgeons on
the limitations of the navigation system for TKA.

Conclusions
The preoperative WBWLR could provide accurate but not
precise measurement of the femorotibial mechanical angle for
navigation-assisted TKA, and the postoperative measurement
with navigation could not be comparable with the radiographic
measurements. The lack of agreement was found between the
radiographic and navigation measurements in coronal alignment
regardless of pre- and postoperative evaluation, although the ac
curacy was found acceptable.
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